CAPABILITY STATEMENT

KEYLESS1-SN

KEYLESS360-SN

CORPORATE PROFILE
Since the inception of the Keyless1 in 2012, Keyless.Co has risen to
be the global leader of the keyless revolution in locker security in
over 60 countries. Based in Irving, Texas, Keyless.Co is the premier
manufacturer and supplier of keyless combination locks, padlock
hasp locks and locker hardware for high-security facilities worldwide.

Keyless.Co's mission is to empower business owners and operators
worldwide to provide their guests with peace of mind and security in
trusting their belongings are safe in every space.
We strive to be the most simple, sustainable and secure solution while
protecting our products with outstanding customer service and
guarantees. Keyless.Co places the highest priority on customer service,
backing our products with the strongest replacement warranties in the
industry and a track record that has a near-zero defective rate.

DIFFERENTIATORS
SIMPLE: user selected combination eliminates the need of code logs and
have an unlimited amount of users
SUSTAINABLE: no batteries or wires needed which results in zero
maintenance and zero operating expense
SECURE: All metal components and patented anti-pick technology

PRODUCT OFFERINGS
Keyless1: the perfect mechanical combination lock
Keyless360: the perfect retrofit mechanical combination lock
KeylessH3 & KeylessH2: the simple hasp locks
Keyless Locker Accessories: matching finishes to complement our locks

CURRENT CLIENTS

KEYS TO OUR SUCCESS
Exceptional customer service:
always get in touch with a live,
U.S. based representative during
business hours
Best comprehensive warranty in
the industry
Patented security
LEED credited

CONTACT
Mark A. Ross
Phone: 972-331-2776
Email: help@keyless.co
Website: www.keyless.co
Address: 1825 W. Walnut Hill Ln. #102
Irving, Texas. 75038

GSA Contract:
47QSWA20D0091
NAICS Code 334290:
hardware manufacturing
DUNS# 081001439
Government Entity Code:
89HUQ

Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas: a part of the nation’s central banking system
Texas A&M University: public land-grant research university in College Station, Texas
US Department of Justice: federal executive department of the United States government
California Department of Real Estate: state agency responsible for issuing real estate exams and licenses
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia: the hospital has more than 1 million inpatient and outpatient visits each year

SIMPLE. SUSTAINABLE. SECURE.

